
 NEED A WEBSITE REFRESH for winter? 

Starting atStarting atStarting at

$49/mo*$49/mo*$49/mo*



EMAIL US YOUR QUESTIONS at
Austin@weezle.com

Weezle out your competition,
With a weezle website Today!

( WE are Wix Experts )
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are you curious how?
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are you curious how?
Learn...



Why you need a website? 
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Why you need a website
how we do seo / social...
how we track properly...
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how we audit your competition...



to build trust!

why you need a website?
WEEZLE.com



Your site needs...
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Your site needs...
 A simple conversion1.
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Your site needs...

2. info that shows you are
the expert in your niché

 A simple conversion1.
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Your site needs...

2. info that shows you are
the expert in your niché
3. to build a community to send email
to / sms campaigns & ultimately to
converting your Call to action 

 A simple conversion1.
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to engage with customers & be found online
BOTH EARNED AND PAID

how we do seo / social
WEEZLE.com



Your seo needs...
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Your seo needs...
 to be social! 1.
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Your seo needs...
 to be social! 1.

2. needs something daily!
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Your fitness seo needs...
 to be social! 1.

2. needs something daily!
3. website needs tags & indexed pages
for google / youtube. Images need seo
tags and descriptions as well.
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know your r.o.i.

how we track properly
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Your tracking needs...
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Your tracking needs...
 to be on google's "search console"1.
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Your tracking needs...
 to be on google's "search console"1.

2. google "analytics"
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Your tracking needs...
 to be on google's "search console"1.

2. google "analytics"
3. through platforms analytic tools
- make sure your site is fast, doesn't
have broken links and is "indexible"
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what do they do better?

how we audit competition
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Your auditing needs...
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Your auditing needs...
 tools like 'sem rush' or 'ahrefs'1.
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Your auditing needs...
 tools like 'sem rush' or 'ahrefs'1.

2. Google your business, see who else
pops up. Mimic what you like best!
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Your auditing needs...
 tools like 'sem rush' or 'ahrefs'1.

2. Google your business, see who else
pops up. Mimic what you like best!
3. Monthly reports over email or
dashboard on your site? Inform a plan... 
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the best ceo's take action

Weezle action
WEEZLE.com



taking action in business...
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taking action in business...
 seeing opportunities & acting on them1.

- this means when info changes in your niché,
people come to you to tell them

: IE. Frequently asked questions, customer service, easy to be
reached to ask...
: Informing through social media and blogs. be in the right
places, forms, events in your demographic.
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taking action in Business...
 seeing opportunities & acting on them1.

2. setting up for success ahead of time
- This means updating your site 

: build your community first, in person & online
: have a way to collect client information, blog
consistently ( for seo & for customer knowledge )
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taking action in Business...
 seeing opportunities & acting on them1.

2. setting up for success ahead of time

3. Having a community in your niché,
will help you sell...
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3. Having a community in your niché, will
help you sell...

taking action in Business..

WEEZLE.com

 - Get Reviews, Testimonials... Make people happy



Give something for free, for subscribers
Sell something affordable $10-$100
Sell something expensive either in
person and/or on your website.

1.
2.
3.

3. Having a community in your niché, will
help you sell...

taking action in Business..
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 - Get Reviews, Testimonials... Make people happy
OR OFFER in A "FUNNEL"



website set up...
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website set up...

Front end needs a
"call to action"
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website set up...

Front end needs a
"call to action"

back end needs 
"info & seo"
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social set up...
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social set up...

blog & vlog

seo on blog
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social set up...

blog & vlog edit in bite size
pieces for social

seo on blog
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social set up...

blog & vlog edit in bite size
pieces for social

backlink to your site
to grow rankingseo on blog
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platform recommendations...

WHAT WE USE...
OTHER OPTIONS...
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in conclusion...
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in conclusion...

be accessible with a website & NICHE
SPECIFIC platforms

We are your consultants! We use apps
(like auditing apps / communication apps)
we are trusted, simple & knowledgable! 
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If this stresses you out...

SAVE THIS MONTH!
EMAIL US FOR A CONSULTATION
AUSTIN@WEEZLE.com
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